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We present a new paradigm for achieving thermal relic dark matter. The mechanism arises when
a nearly secluded dark sector is thermalized with the Standard Model after reheating. The freezeout
process is a number-changing 3 → 2 annihilation of strongly-interacting-massive-particles (SIMPs)
in the dark sector, and points to sub-GeV dark matter. The couplings to the visible sector, necessary
for maintaining thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model, imply measurable signals that will
allow coverage of a significant part of the parameter space with future indirect- and direct-detection
experiments and via direct production of dark matter at colliders. Moreover, 3 → 2 annihilations
typically predict sizable 2 → 2 self-interactions which naturally address the ‘core vs. cusp’ and
‘too-big-to-fail’ small structure problems.
INTRODUCTION
Dark matter (DM) makes up the majority of the mass
in the Universe, however, its identity is unknown. The
few properties known about DM are that it is cold and
massive, it is not electrically charged, it is not colored and
it is not very strongly self-interacting. One possibility for
the identity of DM is that it is a thermal relic from the
early Universe. Cold thermal relics are predicted to have
a mass
mDM ∼ αann (TeqMPl)1/2 ∼ TeV , (1)
where αann is the effective coupling constant of the 2→ 2
DM annihilation cross section, taken to be of order weak
processes αann ' 1/30 above, Teq is the matter-radiation
equality temperature and MPl is the reduced Planck
mass. The emergence of the weak scale from a geomet-
ric mean of two unrelated scales, frequently called the
WIMP miracle, provides an alternate motivation beyond
the hierarchy problem for TeV-scale new physics.
In this work we show that there is another mechanism
that can produce thermal relic DM even if αann ' 0. In
this limit, while thermal DM cannot freeze out through
the standard 2→ 2 annihilation, it may do so via a 3→ 2
process, where three DM particles collide and produce
two DM particles. The mass scale that is indicated by
this mechanism is given by a generalized geometric mean,
mDM ∼ αeff
(
T 2eqMPl
)1/3 ∼ 100 MeV , (2)
where αeff is the effective strength of the self-interaction
of the DM which we take as αeff ' 1 in the above. As
we will see, the 3→ 2 mechanism points to strongly self-
interacting DM at or below the GeV scale. In similar
fashion, a 4→ 2 annihilation mechanism, relevant if DM
is charged under a Z2 symmetry, leads to DM in the keV
↵e↵ ' 1 ↵e↵ ' 1
SMDM
3→2 2→2 
✏⌧ 1
Kin. Eq.
FIG. 1: A schematic description of the SIMP paradigm. The
dark sector consists of DM which annihilates via a 3→ 2 pro-
cess. Small couplings to the visible sector allow for thermal-
ization of the two sectors, thereby allowing heat to flow from
the dark sector to the visible one. DM self interactions are
naturally predicted to explain small scale structure anomalies
while the couplings to the visible sector predict measurable
consequences.
to MeV mass range. In this case, however, a more com-
plicated production mechanism, such as freeze-out and
decay, is typically needed to evade cosmological bounds.
If the dark sector does not have sufficient couplings
to the visible sector for it to remain in thermal equilib-
rium, the 3 → 2 annihilations heat up the DM, signif-
icantly altering structure formation [1, 2]. In contrast,
a crucial aspect of the mechanism described here is that
the dark sector is in thermal equilibrium with the Stan-
dard Model (SM), i.e. the DM has a phase-space dis-
tribution given by the temperature of the photon bath.
Thus, the scattering with the SM bath enables the DM to
cool off as heat is being pumped in from the 3→ 2 pro-
cess. Consequently, the 3 → 2 thermal freeze-out mech-
anism generically requires measurable couplings between
the DM and visible sectors. A schematic description of
the SIMP paradigm is presented in Fig. 1.
The phenomenological consequences of this paradigm
are two-fold. First, the significant DM self-interactions
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2have implications for structure formation, successfully
addressing the so called ‘core vs. cusp’ and ‘too big to
fail’ problems (see e.g. [3–5]). Second, the interactions
between the DM and visible sectors predict significant
direct and indirect signatures which may be probed in
the near future.
In this letter, we aim to present a new paradigm for
DM, rather than a specific DM candidate. For this rea-
son, we do not explore particular models for the dark
sector, but instead use a simplified effective description
in order to understand the properties of the DM sector
and its interaction with the SM such that the mecha-
nism is viable. A detailed study exploring models for the
SIMP mechanism is underway [6].
THE 3→ 2 MECHANISM
As mentioned above, the 3 → 2 annihilation mecha-
nism predicts a mass range for the DM, just as the stan-
dard 2 → 2 annihilation mechanism predicts the TeV
scale. The estimate of the indicated mass scale is pre-
sented here, and is later verified by solving the Boltz-
mann equation explicitly.
It is useful to express quantities in the freeze-out esti-
mate in terms of measured quantities. In particular, the
DM number density is given by
nDM =
ξmpη s
mDM
=
c Teq s
mDM
, (3)
where ξ = ρDM/ρb ' 5.4 [7], mp is the proton mass, s is
the entropy density of the Universe and η is the baryon
to entropy ratio. In the second equality, the number den-
sity is expressed in terms of the matter-radiation equality
temperature, Teq ' 0.8 eV,
Teq =
ξ
c
mpη , c ≡ ξ
1 + ξ
3
4
g∗,eq
g∗s,eq
' 0.54 , (4)
where g∗,eq and g∗s,eq are the energy and entropy effective
number of relativistic degrees of freedom at equality time.
Freeze out roughly occurs when the rate of the 3 → 2
process, Γ3→2, is equal to the Hubble rate H. The 3→ 2
rate is given by Φ2σ3→2, where Φ is the flux of particles
incident on a particle and σ3→2 is the ‘cross section’ for
the 3 → 2 process. Using this, together with Φ = nv,
with v parameterizing the average relative velocity be-
tween the colliding particles, the freeze-out condition is
given by
n2DM〈σ3→2v2〉|T=TF = 0.33
√
g∗,F
T 2F
MPl
. (5)
We parameterize the 3→ 2 cross section by
〈σv2〉3→2 ≡ α
3
eff
m5DM
, (6)
where αeff is the effective coupling strength entering the
thermally averaged cross section. We stress that the effec-
tive coupling above can be significantly larger than unity
if, for example, the number of DM degrees of freedom is
large, if the cross-section is non-perturbatively enhanced,
or if the 3→ 2 process is mediated by a light particle.
The rest of the freeze-out estimate proceeds in a
straight forward manner. Using (see e.g. [8])
s =
κ
c
T 3 κ =
2pi2 c g∗s(T )
45
, (7)
and parameterizing the freeze-out temperature as
TF =
mDM
xF
, (8)
the DM mass indicated by the 3→ 2 process is
mDM ' 1.4αeffx−1F
(
g
− 12
∗,F x
−1
F (κ Teq)
2MPl
) 1
3
. (9)
Taking xF = 20 and αeff = 1 for a (rather) strongly
interacting theory that freezes out while the DM is non-
relativistic, we arrive at
mDM ' 40 MeV (3→ 2) . (10)
Small corrections are found when the more precise Boltz-
mann equations are solved (see Fig. 2). Thus in anal-
ogy to the standard thermal WIMP, where weak cou-
pling gives rise to the weak scale, the 3 → 2 freezeout
mechanism gives rise to strong-scale DM for strong cou-
pling. Lower (higher) DM mass is of course consistent
with lower (higher) αeff . As we will see, self-interactions
of DM along with CMB and BBN constraints point to
the strongly interacting limit of large αeff . We thus dub
this scenario the Strongly Interacting Massive Particle
(SIMP) paradigm (to be distinguished from DM mod-
els with strong interactions with the visible sector, com-
monly called SIDM [9–16]).
If DM is a fermion or if the dark sector admits a Z2
symmetry, the 3 → 2 annihilation process is forbidden.
Consequently, freeze-out can proceed via a 4→ 2 annihi-
lation channel. For such a case with a cross section that
is parameterized as
〈σv3〉4→2 ≡ α
4
eff
m8DM
, (11)
a similar estimate results in a DM mass of
mDM ' 1.3αeffx−2F
(
g
− 12
∗,F xF (κ Teq)
3MPl
) 1
4
, (12)
which, for xF = 14 (as obtained by solving the Boltz-
mann equation) and αeff = 1, points to DM mass of
order
mDM ' 100 keV (4→ 2) . (13)
3Such light DM in thermal equilibrium with electrons,
photons or neutrinos is mostly excluded by BBN and
CMB data, and is in tension with structure formation
(see below). It is possible, however, to evade the latter
bounds if, for example, the frozen out specie above is
not the DM and instead decays to a lighter stable state,
much as in the case of a superWIMP [17]. Finally, higher
n → 2 freeze-out interactions yield sub-keV DM masses
and are omitted from further discussion.
THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
Throughout the above estimate, we have assumed that
the dark sector and SM remained in thermal equilibrium.
However, the processes that keep the two sectors in ther-
mal equilibrium are the crossing diagrams of the pro-
cesses that lead to 2→ 2 annihilation into the SM. Thus,
the assumption of thermal equilibrium might naively im-
ply that the dominant number-changing process for the
DM is the 2 → 2 annihilation channel. In this section,
we find the condition under which the latter is subdomi-
nant while thermal equilibrium is maintained. These will
be the conditions under which the 3 → 2 mechanism is
viable.
The ratio of the scattering rate off of SM particles Γkin
and the annihilation rate to SM particles Γann is
Γkin
Γann
=
nSM〈σv〉kin
nDM〈σv〉ann '
gSM,F mDM
pi2κTeq
' 5× 106 (14)
where gSM,F is the effective number of relativistic SM
degrees of freedom participating in the 2 → 2 anni-
hilation process at freeze-out, the second equality uses
〈σv〉kin ∼ 〈σv〉ann, and the last equality is derived for
mDM = 40 MeV. This large ratio is simply understood
by the sub-dominance of the DM number density at
TF  Teq. Thus, if the SM couples to the DM, the
process keeping these two sectors in kinetic equilibrium
does not have to be changing the annihilation rate. A
similar statement holds in the standard thermal WIMP
scenario.
In order for the 3 → 2 process to control freeze-out,
while not heating up the DM, the following inequalities
must be satisfied up until freeze-out occurs:
Γkin
Γ3→2
∣∣∣∣
T=TF
& 1, (15)
Γann
Γ3→2
∣∣∣∣
T=TF
. 1. (16)
We parameterize the DM-SM scattering by a small cou-
pling, , with the relevant energy scale mDM, such that
〈σv〉kin ∼ 〈σv〉ann ≡ 
2
m2DM
. (17)
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FIG. 2: αeff as a function of the DM mass (black solid line),
derived from the numerical solution to the Boltzmann Equa-
tion in the 3 → 2 freeze-out scenario. The colored regions
show the preferred region as hinted by the ‘core vs. cusp’
and ‘too-big-to-fail’ small-scale structure anomalies for a = 1
(magenta), a = 0.05 (green), and a = 10−3 (blue). The re-
gion above the gray-dashed lines is excluded by the bullet-
cluster [24–26] and halo shape [21, 23] constraints, for each
value of a. The shaded gray shows the exclusion region for
a = 1.
The exact relation between the above cross sections can
be calculated for particular couplings to SM particles.
The first inequality, Eq. (15), which ensures that the cou-
pling to the SM is strong enough to keep the dark sector
and visible sector at a unified temperature, requires
 & min ≡ 2 α1/2eff
(
Teq
MPl
)1/3
' 1× 10−9 , (18)
where the numerical estimates use αeff = 1 and xF ' 20,
as will be justified by solving the Boltzmann equation
explicitly. The second condition, ensuring that the anni-
hilation of the dark sector to SM states is not efficient at
freeze-out, implies
 . max ≡ 0.1 αeff
(
Teq
MPl
)1/6
' 3× 10−6 , (19)
with the same choice of parameters as above. We learn
that there is a large range of couplings of the DM to the
SM in which Eqs. (15) and (16) are satisfied.
SOLVING THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION
Thus far we have described the general setup of the
SIMP mechanism, and we now move on to validating our
results. There are a variety of scattering processes that
are relevant to the Boltzmann equation of the 3 → 2
system. In the following, χ represents the DM.
4First, there is a self-interaction process of the 2 → 2
scattering within the dark sector, which does not change
the number density of the DM. It does, however, ensure
that the DM all remain at one single temperature. Sec-
ond, there is the 3→ 2 number-changing process respon-
sible for freeze-out, which sets the chemical potential of
χ to zero. Assuming that the DM is strongly coupled,
these two processes are fast, meaning that the DM num-
ber density f(t, E) per phase space at a given time follows
f(E, t) ∝ n(t)e−E/TDM(t) , (20)
where TDM is the time-dependent temperature of the sys-
tem which may differ from the temperature of the SM.
The third process is the scattering of DM off of the SM,
which does not change the DM number density. If this
process is active, then the SM and dark sector will have
the same temperature, TDM = TSM. This kinetic equi-
librium is crucial for ensuring that the dark sector does
not stay hot. Finally, there is the standard annihila-
tion process into SM particles, related by crossing sym-
metry to the above SM scattering process. The rate of
this process must be subdominant to the 3 → 2 pro-
cess at freeze-out, otherwise the standard DM freeze-out
paradigm controls the relic abundance. Ensuring that
this is small enough while maintaining the kinetic equi-
librium rate large enough is a critical step in making the
3→ 2 mechanism viable.
Combining the above, we arrive at the Boltzmann
equation for the number density n of χ,
∂tn+ 3Hn = −
(
n3 − n2neq
) 〈σv2〉3→2
− (n2 − n2eq) 〈σv〉ann . (21)
Using the parametrization of Eqs. (6) and (17), and nu-
merically integrating Eq. (21), results in the nearly linear
relationship between the 3-point self-coupling strength,
αeff , and the mass of the DM, mDM, shown by the black
solid curve in Fig. 2. We find xF ∼ 14 − 24 for the en-
tire mass range of interest, and the results agree very
well with the estimate of Eq. (9). We further find that
compared to standard freeze-out from a 2 → 2 annihi-
lation process, the SIMP begins freeze-out slightly later,
but reaches the final relic abundance faster. The reason
is that the back-reaction of the 2 → 3 process quickly
becomes negligible while the 3 → 2 rate is proportional
to n2, rather than to n.
The cautious reader might note the absence of  in the
above results. The reason is that as long as Eqs. (15)
and (16) are satisfied, the precise value of  has little
effect on the solutions (αeff , xF ,mDM) to the Boltzmann
equation. Given particular couplings between the dark
sector and the SM, the range for  can be found such that
Eqs. (15) and (16) are indeed satisfied.
A TOY MODEL
To better understand the SIMP paradigm, we now
present a weakly-coupled toy model for the dark sector
which incorporates the 3 → 2 mechanism and leads to
stable DM. Consider a Z3-symmetric theory with a sin-
gle scalar, χ, defined by
LDM = |∂χ|2 −m2DM|χ|2 −
κ
6
χ3 − κ
†
6
χ†3 − λ
4
|χ|4 . (22)
With the above couplings, tree-level 2 → 2 self-
interactions and 3 → 2 scattering are induced. For a
single scale model, defining g via κ = gmDM and tak-
ing λ ∼ g2, the 2 → 2 scattering cross section scales as
g4/m2DM, and the 3→ 2 one as g6/m5DM, motivating our
parametrization of Eq. (6). The stability of the DM is
guaranteed by the global symmetry.
Let us now introduce small interactions between the
DM and the visible sector. As an example, consider first
an interaction with SM fermions f ,
Lint = mf
Λ2
χ†χff , (23)
which induces both 2 → 2 annihilations and scatter-
ings. Identifying the  defined in Eq. (17) to be of or-
der  ' O(mfmDM/Λ2), the 2 → 2 annihilation rate
is negligible while kinetic equilibrium is maintained, for
min .  . max. One may further check that annihi-
lations such as χχf → χ†f , which are induced by the
interactions in Eqs. (22) and (23), are also negligible de-
spite the large number density in the thermal bath. Al-
ternatively, the dark sector may couple to the visible one
through photons,
Lint = αEM
4piΛ2
χ†χFµνFµν , (24)
in which case,  ' O(αEMm2DM/4piΛ2).
To conclude, we find that for a low-scale (of order, say,
100 MeV) dark sector with DM described by Eq. (22), the
correct relic abundance is obtained if the sector communi-
cates with the visible one (say, through couplings to elec-
trons, muons or photons) via a new scale in the GeV to
10’s of TeV range. Such mediators are thus constrained
by LEP [18, 19] (see Fig. 3) and are expected to be within
reach of ongoing collider experiments. As we now discuss,
such a sector will not only have experimental signatures
that will allow discovery, but will also have unavoidable
self-interactions which can address long-standing puzzles
in structure formation.
SIGNATURES
The paradigm discussed in this letter not only provides
a new mechanism for producing the DM relic abundance,
but also predicts interesting and measurable signatures.
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FIG. 3: The bounds on  vs. mDM. Left, coupling to electrons: The grey regions (outlined by thick dashed lines) represents
the range of parameters in which kinetic equilibrium with the SM is not maintained (lower gray region), and where the standard
2→ 2 annihilation to the SM is not subdominant to the 3→ 2 process (upper gray region). Also shown are the exclusion limits
from: direct-detection in Xenon10 [43] (purple region), along with the expected future bound from a germanium-based electron
recoil experiment [44] (dashed-purple); CMB and low red shift data constraints for electrons [45] (blue region); modification
of Neff [46] (red region); indirect detection of γ-rays [47] (green region); direct production at LEP for a variety of mediator
mass, M , and width, Γ (solid-gray) [18]. Right, coupling to photons: The grey regions (outlined by thick dashed lines)
represents the range of parameters in which kinetic equilibrium with the SM is not maintained (lower gray region), and where
the standard 2→ 2 annihilation with the SM is not subdominant to the 3→ 2 process (upper gray region). Also shown are the
exclusion limits from: indirect detection of γ-rays [47] (green region); conservative CMB and low red shift data constraints [45]
(blue region); modification of Neff [46] (red region).
There are two distinct reasons for this. First, much as
in the standard thermal WIMP scenario, the DM must
be in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector. Conse-
quently, it must have non-negligible couplings to SM par-
ticles, which in turn predict observable signals. Second,
the non-vanishing 5-point interaction required for the
3 → 2 annihilations also implies sizeable self-couplings
which alter the predictions for structure formation. Be-
low, we briefly summarize these two aspects, postponing
many of the details to future work [6].
We begin with structure formation. The persistent fail-
ure of N-body simulation to reproduce the small-scale
structure of observed galactic halos has led to the ‘core
versus cusp’ and ‘too big to fail’ problems. This moti-
vates self-interacting DM with a strength [20–23](
σscatter
mDM
)
obs
= (0.1− 10) cm2/g . (25)
On the other hand, bullet-cluster constraints [24–26] as
well as recent simulations which reanalyze the constraints
from halo shapes [21, 23], suggest the limits on the DM
self-interacting cross section (at velocities & 300 km/sec)
are
σscatter
mDM
. 1 cm2/g . (26)
The above constraint leaves a viable region for the pre-
ferred strength of DM self-interactions.
The SIMP scenario naturally predicts a sizable con-
tribution to the above 2 → 2 scatterings. One may
parametrize it by defining a ≡ α2→2/αeff , such that
σscatter
mDM
=
a2α2eff
m3DM
, (27)
and one expects a to be of order unity. This can be
readily checked for the toy model discussed above, where
a = O(1) is found for a wide range of values of the cou-
plings of Eq. (22). For the 3 → 2 SIMP scenario, the
constraint, Eq. (26), points to the strongly interacting
regime with DM masses at or below the GeV scale. In-
terestingly, this region in parameter space automatically
solves the small-structure anomalies discussed above. In-
deed, one may use Eqs. (25) and (26) together with the
relation Eq. (9) to derive a preferred range of αeff . Tak-
ing into account the numerical corrections as found using
the Boltzmann equation, we arrive at
0.3
( a
0.2
)2
. αeff . 8
( a
0.2
)2
, (28)
where the lower bound above arises from the upper bound
of Eq. (26). The corresponding DM mass is in the range
of 8
(
a
0.2
)2
MeV . mDM . 200
(
a
0.2
)2
MeV. In Fig. 2
we show the full region preferred by the small-scale struc-
ture anomalies, and the region excluded by bullet-cluster
and halo-shape constraints. The colored regions show the
preferred region for a = 1, 0.05, 10−3. The region above
the corresponding gray-dashed lines is excluded by the
bullet-cluster and halo shape constraints, for each value
6of a. The solid gray region shows that exclusion region
for a = 1.
Models of strongly interacting DM that can accommo-
date the structure formation anomalies have been pro-
posed in the literature [27–37], however most of them
rely upon either a new long range force or a non-thermal
mechanism to explain the DM relic abundance (see [38–
42] for additional constraints that arise with long range
forces). In contrast, the SIMP mechanism offers simplic-
ity in the generation of the relic density and naturally
points to the correct scale of self-interactions once the
relic abundance is fixed to the observed value.
We now move on to the constraints on the coupling
between the SIMP and SM particles. In addition to those
of Eqs. (15) and (16), there are constraints from direct
detection, indirect detection and cosmological data. To
this end, we consider separately effective couplings of the
SIMP to electrons or photons:
1. Coupling to electrons. We take the interac-
tion of Eq. (23) with f = e−. Bounds on ,
defined through Eq. (17), as a function of the
mass, are then derived from (I) the requirements of
Eqs. (15) and (16); (II) Xenon10 electron ioniza-
tions data [43] and the projection for a germanium-
based electron recoil experiment [44]; (III) CMB
data [45]; (IV) modification to neutrino Neff [46]
from Planck data [7]; (V) indirect detection of FSR
radiation off the χχ→ ee process [47]; and (VI) di-
rect production constraints from LEP [18]. Our
results are depicted in the left panel of Fig. 3. Con-
straints from supernovae cooling [48–50] are not de-
picted as they are irrelevant in the allowed param-
eter space.
2. Coupling to photons. We now take the inter-
action of Eq. (24). The relevant bounds on  in
this case come from (I) Eqs. (15) and (16); (II) in-
direct detection of annihilation into photons [47];
(III) CMB data [45] (assuming an unsuppressed
absorption efficiency [51]); and (IV) modification
to effective number of degrees of freedom Neff [46]
from Planck data [7]. Our results are depicted in
the right panel of Fig. 3. Constraints from electron
ionization data at Xenon10 are not depicted since
they arise either from a photon loop, in which case
the bound is weak, or from a tree level process to an
e+e−γ final state, in which case a dedicated study
is required due to the dependence of the form factor
on the momenta of the outgoing photon.
We comment that the Planck Neff bound can be evaded
if the DM couples simultaneously to electrons, photons
and neutrinos, in which case a lower bound on the DM
mass of O(MeV) arises from BBN, unless the DM is a
real scalar [46]. Even in this case, note that the 4 →
2 mechanism described by Eq. (12) is in tension with
structure formation constraints unless more complicated
scenarios, such as freeze-out and decay, are invoked.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed a new paradigm for thermal
dark matter. The requisite features of the mechanism are
the following:
• Freeze-out proceeds through a self-interacting 3→
2 annihilation within the dark sector.
• At freeze-out, the dark sector can exchange heat
with the SM plasma.
• The number-changing standard annihilation of two
DM particles into two SM particles is negligible
compared to the 3→ 2 process at freeze-out.
Under this setup, the mechanism robustly predicts dark
matter at or below the GeV scale with strong self interac-
tions. The exact relation between the mass and coupling
of the DM system are depicted in Fig. 2, with freeze-out
temperature TF ∼ mDM/20 throughout the mass range
of interest.
The primary challenge in realizing this mechanism is in
guaranteeing that the dark sector stays in kinetic equilib-
rium with the SM sector while the standard annihilation
process is suppressed. There is, however, no intrinsic
obstacle to achieving this. The conditions under which
the setup is viable are given in Eqs. (18) and (19). The
self interaction of this SIMP mechanism unavoidably con-
tributes to the cross section relevant for structure forma-
tion in a sizable way. Moreover, the couplings between
the dark and visible sectors imply, much as in the WIMP
scenario, measurable experimental signatures that will
allow the discovery of such DM with upcoming experi-
ments. Constraints on the effective coupling between the
DM and the SM as a function of the DM mass arising
from direct detection, indirect detection, cosmology and
direct production at colliders, are depicted in Fig. 3 for
coupling to electrons (left) and photons (right).
Significant work remains to study this intriguing sce-
nario in detail. More concrete realizations as well as a
detailed study of the experimental constraints will be pre-
sented in an upcoming publication [6].
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